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Course Title
CST 271 - Digital Culture

Course Description
CST271: Digital Culture focuses on the philosophical roots (as evidenced in literature) of 
contemporary digital culture. The world of the digital intelligentsia owes its vision and 
mythology to the resonant themes found in literature and philosophy. Through readings, 
discussions, and activities students will explore the essence of the relationships between 
humans, technologies, and the natural world.

Assignment
In an e+ort to promote thorough explanation of the relationship between humans, the 
natural world, and the technologies we've built, students are divided into groups to 
complete a semester-long project called the “Culture Reboot.”  The goal of each group is to 
build a new civilization “from scratch” within the geographical boundaries of the former Ft. 
Ord.  Within the civilization they create, the group must provide for as many as possible of 
the “modern conveniences” a+orded to us by our current techno-sphere – the range of tools 
and systems we typically take for granted as we go about our highly “connected” lives.

The project assignment is fairly open-ended and loosely bounded, allowing students 
the opportunity to be extremely creative as they build their civilizations.  Basically, a few 
rules (tied to the course content) and some basic suggestions for logistics and pragmatic 
issues (such as: “document everything”) are included in the assignment document which is 
provided here as Appendix A.



Initial Assessment
While this project may not at 6rst glance seem to be a creative project in the traditional 
sense – such as a song, a painting, a sculpture, or a 6lm – it is certainly an opportunity for 
students to be creative in an academic setting (in this case: critical exploration and analysis 
of culture and society).  In designing the assessment rubric for this project, I focused on the 
generative aspect of creativity, as well and the idea of innovation within a speci6c set of 
rules.  For example, one of the pragmatic suggestions in the assignment is: “Multiple 
appropriate media types are encouraged.”  This allows groups to make decisions about 
which ways they choose to creatively document their process and product as they complete 
the semester-long assignment.

From the perspective of innovation, our entire class was inspired by a guest 
speaker's Google Earth presentation about the current and future state of development and 
the natural environment in Fort Ord.  Based on the potential for students to break out of 
the “slideware” mold as they began thinking about assembling the 6nal presentation of 
their new civilizations, I instituted a requirement that Google Earth serve as the platform 
for presentation.  In doing so, I imbued a bit more “structure” for the students.  This also 
meant that I had to modify my initial rubric design, which actually gave me the bene6t of a 
better structured rubric as well.  

In fact, I ended up  making two separate rubrics: one for the presentation, and one 
for the project.  This makes sense, as I stressed to the students to avoid falling in the trap of 
building the civilization just to present it.  By articulating to the students (verbally, in 
class) how to approach the project – build the civilization 6rst, and then 6gure out how to 
best present it to an unknowing audience – I was able to continue to inform and improve 
the two separate rubrics.  The creative aspect of the project was now conceptually split 
between the artifacts generated to represent the civilization (for post-presentation 
evaluation by me) and the manner in which these artifacts were presented by the groups 
during the 6nal exam period.  The two rubrics are presented here as Appendices B and C. 
Of course, both of these rubrics are living documents, with improvements intended to be 
made over the next several iterations of the course.
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CST271: Culture Reboot Final Product

The Civilization (200 points)
Meeting the project rules: Minimum e◆ort or maximum integration?  Do the submitted 
artifacts show advanced understanding and integration of the concepts?

A: exceptional, B: good, C: satisfactory, D: below minimum, F: no attempt

Rule ABCDF?

Teamwork
Based on documentation of process (paper trail and MyCSUMB groups), how 
well did the group function?

Modern Comforts
Does the civilization a◆ord its citizens the same modern comforts we enjoy 
today?  Are non-a◆orded comforts addressed with reason?

Within boundaries of Ft. Ord
Does the civilization make judicious use of land area, etc.?

Practicing Systems Wisdom
Does the civilization practice SW? Get the beat, expose mental models, etc.

Cradle-to-Cradle framework
Does the civilization generate waste?

Global Village Construction Set
Are the machines judiciously placed and implemented?

Published Constitution
Does it exist, is it well designed, etc.?

Government
Is the described form of government appropriate for the civilization?

Sustainability
Is the civilization set on a sustainable trajectory?  How many generations?

Resilience
Does the civilization embody an adaptive capacity toward the systems in (and 
with) which it exists?
(Average all column letters to generate a numerical value.  Ex: A = 180-200, B = 160-180.)

___ of 200



General Creativity (100 points)
Innovation?  Novel content generation and conceptual application?

Creative Aspects ABCDF?

Overlap and Integration
Good integration, and how much?  Example: Government fosters adaptive 
capacity.

Google Earth
How well did the group use the Google Earth toolset to represent the space of 
the civilization and its contents?

Additional Media
Beyond Google Earth, what sorts of media were used to generate artifacts for 
appropriate representation of the civilization?  Were these media artifacts an 
interesting addition to the project, or innovative in any way?  Example: was 
sound or music generated, and if so, how?

The Unknown
These are the intangible qualities.  Did the group generate relevant artifacts 
not mentioned in the assignment?  Examples: national anthem, 1ag, cultural 
traditions, etc.
(Average all column letters to generate a numerical value.  Ex: A = 90-100, B = 80-90.)

___ of 100

Project Participants (proportional adjustment)
Quality of individual student contributions to group project (write in names).

Use a 4-, 4, 4+ system for evaluation based on group documentation.

TOTAL   = ___ of 300



CST271: Final Presentations
Group:  ______________________________________________

Presentation Content (30 points)
Meeting the project rules.  Is it evident within the presentation? (y/n or ABCD)

Within boundaries of Ft. Ord? Published Constitution?

Practicing Systems Wisdom? Government?

Implement Cradle-to-Cradle? Sustainable?

Machines from GVCS? Resilient?

___ of 30

Presentation Quality (40 points)
Di.erent aspects of the presentation itself.  (y/n or ABCD)

Too short? Too long?

Reading slides? Use of Google earth? (ABCDF)

Preparedness? (ABCDF) Fluidity? (ABCDF)

___ of 40

Presentation Participants (30 points)
Quality of individual student contributions to group presentation (write in names).

Use a 2-, 2, 2+ system for immediate evaluation.

___ of 30

TOTAL   = ___ of 100


